
Update: NDOP

Stories of impact

Traditional priest converts to Christianity  

after reading mother-tongue Scriptures

N
iwanke Emmanuel was a traditional title holder and 

a priest to a god called Yi’a in

the village of Bambalang. He was first exposed to the Word of God in 

2014.The translators in Bambalang would often take portions of the 

draft Scripture and read them to him so that he could hear and give 

input concerning the language to make sure the translation sounded  

natural. He confessed that “. . . even though I have been hearing the 

Word of God before now, it has never spoken to my heart. It never 

made sense to me as much as it does now, when I hear it being 

read to me in the mother tongue.”

Emmanuel started coming to church in 2014 and, in the same  

year, he renounced all the privileges he had as priest, noble, and  

title holder within the local, traditional religion. After being faithfully  

discipled for a little over two years, in February 2018, he braved  

ridicule from his peers and made his faith confession public.

Emmanuel was baptized and has become a member of the Central 

Baptist Church in Bambalang. He continues his service as one of the 

most active men in the church. Emmanuel also distributes mother 

tongue diaries for the Bambalang Inter-church Committee for Bible 

Translation and Literacy.

New Christian shows determination in the face of persecution

P
azir* heard a translated section of Scripture through his uncle, 

who is a mother-tongue translator with Wycliffe. Pazir asked for a 

copy and his uncle gave him The Christmas Story booklet. Soon after, 

Pazir met a pastor who shared some evangelistic verses with him. 

Pazir became a Christian. He is now an active member of the church 

and is going out to share Christ with others.

Unfortunately, accepting Christ came at a steep price, as Pazir is 

from a strict Muslim family. Pazir cannot return to the village, except 

for funerals, and his extended family has told the children that they 

cannot go near him, as he will contaminate them. Please pray for 

Pazir and for new believers who find themselves in similar situations.

People groups long for mother-tongue translation

C
hurch and community Mobilizer Samuel Nemsefor reports,  

“After presenting about mother-tongue Scripture, a crowd of 

people gathered around me wanting to hear more, asking many  

questions and requesting Scripture in their mother tongue. My  

attention was caught by one man from the village of Baba who  

asked me why SIL*, wasn’t coming to Baba.

“Do they not know it is there?” he asked. “What can I do to help?” 

SIL has been trying to develop a vision for this work in Baba for many 

years. Here was a man who was willing to help in that task. Since that 

day, he has been helping me in the organization of the Baba commu-

nity. Thank God for opportunities such as this!”
*SIL is Wycliffe Canada’s primary partner organization in Cameroon.

Mendenkia mother-tongue translation brings the Scripture to life.

In one quarter of the village, many people who do not understand 

English had not been coming for the Christian meeting, which is a 

mid-week prayer and Bible study. Once translated Scripture was  

available, they began reading in Mendenkia at the meeting. Now  

local people are participating! “We have seen a marked difference  

in receptivity to the Word,” says a mother tongue translator. This 

motivates us to continue the work.”  

One Bible study attendee said, “In the past I came to church and 

only enjoyed the singing, dancing, and prayer—but now I enjoy the 

sermons too.”

Current Goals
   Show the Acts film in Bambalang

   Dub the Mary Magdalene film in  

5 of the languages

   Dub the Luke film in Bamunkumbit 

and in Bangolan

   Make the adjustments necessary  

to help the teams continue their 

translation progress in the midst  

of the ongoing civil war. 

Progress
   103 students participated 

in multilingual education 

programs in 2018. The 

lower numbers are due 

to the political conflict in 

northwest and southwest 

Cameroon.

   The New Testament is 

between 25% to 50%  

complete in each of the 

nine  languages.

Quick facts
Potential population impact:  
240,000 people

Number of languages served: 10

Geographic area: Ndop Plain in  
northwest Cameroon, Africa

Focus ministry: Bible translation, 
Scripture engagement, literacy,  and 
linguistics

Timeline: 2011-2026

Total ministry year need  

(to August 20, 2019): $37,940

Pray with us
Lord, we pray for 

peaceful reactions to 

the election results. 

Please stop any further 

bloodshed. God we ask 

you to protect those 

who have already lost 

homes and loved ones. 

Be with the displaced 

people. Heal this nation 

and maintain order, in 

Jesus’ name.

Thank you for helping people translate the Word of 

God into the language that speaks to their hearts. 
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